SAFARI NJEMA NEWS LETTER 2005
Hunter’s greetings to all my friends and new clients that will be joining me on safari this year. I am looking
so forward hosting and hunting with old friends and show the new clients the African bush and the
experience. For the vhew that are still looking for a spot in 2005 as from June I am fully booked but only a
few dates left in April and May. A special welcome to Mr Jim Thompson on his first safari to Africa hope
you enjoy that 375 H&H. A well know South African golfer Gary Player had once said after been ask why
he is so lucky “ the more I practice the luckier I get this should be the motto of every hunter.
I hope all of you had been reading up on the animals that you will be going after. The “perfect shot” from
Kevin Robertson is a very good sorse of information for the new client as well as old hunters to Africa
regarding behaviour shot placement and what calibre to choose. Here is a link to safari press
www.safaripress.com if you want to order one. For the hunters that would join me on Elephant and leopard
hunts please make sure that you apply for you cites and that you bring a copy with.
As this is the beginning of the season preparation for the season is very important so for a PH Outfitter it is
important to see that every thing is in order and that even the smallest details are taken care of. Not all is
work thou shooting my back up gun in .500 nitro 3” double made by Blaser in Germany is a lot of fun
sometime painful this cannon shoots a 575gr bullet at 2150 pps. As a PH you need to know you working
“tool” 100% because the client’s and my safety will depend on that if needed.
If you haven’t send me you shirt sizes please do so as I need to get if finalised in the next week. As well as
the name you would prefer on the shirt ex. Bill Conner Gavin Schulte or only Don. Then one last thing
please ensures that you boots are walked in and that they are fairly new sometimes-old ones only last 2 days.
Have much fun in preparing for your Africa safari the whole preparation and the adventure is 90% of the
safari the actual killing of an animal is 10% thereof.
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